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Abstract
It is well known that the mismatch between training (source)
and test (target) data distribution will significantly decrease the
performance of acoustic scene classification (ASC) systems. To
address this issue, domain adaptation (DA) is one solution and
many unsupervised DA methods have been proposed. These
methods focus on a scenario of single source domain to single
target domain. However, we will face such problem that test
data comes from multiple target domains. This problem can be
addressed by producing one model per target domain, but this
solution is too costly. In this paper, we propose a novel un-
supervised multi-target domain adaption (MTDA) method for
ASC, which can adapt to multiple target domains simultane-
ously and make use of the underlying relation among multiple
domains. Specifically, our approach combines traditional adver-
sarial adaptation with two novel discriminator tasks that learns
a common subspace shared by all domains. Furthermore, we
propose to divide the target domain into the easy-to-adapt and
hard-to-adapt domain, which enables the system to pay more
attention to hard-to-adapt domain in training. The experimental
results on the DCASE 2020 Task 1-A dataset and the DCASE
2019 Task 1-B dataset show that our proposed method signifi-
cantly outperforms the previous unsupervised DA methods.
Index Terms: Unsupervised domain adaptation, mismatched
recording devices, acoustic scene classification

1. Introduction
Acoustic scene classification (ASC) is the task of assigning a
scene label (e.g., “Tram”, “Park”) to an audio recording. ASC
has recently been tackled with many deep learning methods
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, many ASC systems tend to be sus-
ceptible to the effects of domain shift, when training and test
audio are recorded by different devices. Figure 1 shows that dif-
ferent recording devices lead to the change of data distribution.
To address the problem of mismatched recording devices, many
methods have been proposed, such as data augmentation [6, 7],
spectrum correction [8, 9] and domain adaptation (DA) [10].
Although these methods got good performance, they trained
with both labeled source- and target-domain samples. In this pa-
per, we investigate the unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA)
scenario, i.e., the acoustic scene labels of the target domain are
not known during the adaptation part.

Many UDA methods [11, 12, 13] have been proposed in
computer vision field, but only a few studies (such as [14, 15,
16, 17, 18]) have applied UDA techniques to ASC models. In
[17], authors follow a unsupervised domain adaptation neural
network [19], and introduces it to learn a common subspace for
the ASC problem. In [16], authors follow maximum classifier
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Figure 1: Visualization of mel-spectrum of audio data from
DCASE2020 dataset [21] by t-SNE. We choose small subset of
samples from device A, and parallel recordings from three lower
quality devices (devices C, S1 and S2).

Table 1: Comparison of accuracy on DCASE2020 dataset [21].
We use device A as source domain, devices B, C, S1 and S2
as target domains. DANN means that combining devices B,
C, S1 and S2 as a single domain, then training once. DANN-
respective means that we train (A→ B), (A→ C), (A→ S1), (A
→ S2) separately.

model B(%) C(%) S1(%) S2(%)
DANN [17] 47 53.3 35.8 28.5
DANN-respective 48.2 53.9 40.3 34.8

discrepancy [20], which can properly consider distributions of
each class within domains.

But all of these methods focus on pairwise adaptation set-
tings from single source domain to single target domain. How-
ever, in reality, test data may come from multiple target do-
mains, e.g., audio data is recorded by multiple devices. When
test data consist of multiple target domains, there are two com-
mon solutions. One is combining all target domains as a single
target domain [14, 15, 16, 17], and then applying once pairwise
adaptation. The other is applying pairwise adaptation for each
target domain separately. As Table 1 shows, experimental re-
sults indicate that combining all target domains as a single one
will decrease performance, and in Section 2 we also give theo-
retical demonstration. Although we can produce one model per
target domain, this approach becomes costly and impractical in
applications with a growing number of target domains. In addi-
tion, applying pairwise adaptation approach may be suboptimal,
as it ignore the underlying relation among multiple domains.

In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised multi-target
domain adaption (MTDA) method for ASC, which can adapt
to multiple target domains simultaneously and make use of the
underlying relation among multiple domains. Our approach is
based on two technical insights. The first technical insight is to
learn a common subspace shared by both the source and target
domains, which enables all domains to have same data distri-
bution in the feature space. Specifically, inspired by GAN [22]
and DANN [17], we make use of the adversarial relationship
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Figure 2: Ideally, we want to align all domains. In fact, hard-
to-adapt domain may not be aligned well.

between modules Feature (F) and Discriminator (D) to learn
domain-invariant feature in the feature space. Unlike previous
methods [14, 17] which apply D in the binary classification task,
we utilize D in the multi-classification or regression task. The
second technical insight is to divide target domain into easy-to-
adapt or hard-to-adapt domain. Intuitively, if the target domain
is close enough to the source domain, the feature extracted from
itself tends to result in accurate classification. Furthermore, we
note that different devices cause different degrees of domain
shift, and the target domain with severe domain shift has poor
performance and is hard to adapt. Consequently, we should pay
more attention to these hard-to-adapt domains during the train-
ing process. Our contributions are as follows: (1) We theoreti-
cally demonstrate why the pairwise adaptation methods cannot
performance well when combining all target domains as a sin-
gle one. (2) We propose to divide the target domain into the
easy-to-adapt or the hard-to-adapt domain. (3) We propose the
first unsupervised multi-target domain adaptation approach for
ASC, which improves the performance of ASC unsupervised
DA over the previous SOTA methods.

2. Vanilla method
In this section, we will theoretically demonstrate why the pair-
wise adaptation methods cannot perform well when combining
different devices data as a single one. The following proof takes
DANN [17] as an example.

In DANN [17], authors propose to learn an encoder E
and a predictor C such that the distribution of the encodings
z = E(x) (where x denotes mel-spectrum of audio) from
target and source domains are aligned so that all scene labels
can be accurately predicted by the shared predictor C. This is
achieved by the adversarial relationship betweenE and discrim-
inator D. D predicts z coming from source or target domain.
The domain label is defined as d = [0, 1]T (which stands for
source domain) or d = [1, 0]T (which stands for target domain).

Ld = ||D(z)− d||22 (1)

Le = Ly(C(z),y)− λd ∗ Ld (2)

Where Ld denotes the domain classification loss of discrimina-
tor, Ly denotes the scene classification loss of predictor, and y
denotes the scene label of audio. Le denotes the training objec-
tive function, which minimizes the scene classification loss and
meanwhile maximizes the domain classification loss. The pa-
rameter λd controls the trade-off between Ly and Ld. In order
to simplify our prove, we only consider the relationship between
D and E. Formally, DANN performs a maximin optimization
with the value function Vd(E,D).

max
E

min
D

Vd(E,D) = E(Ld(D(E(x)),d)) (3)

Where E denotes math expectation. When E is fixed, the opti-
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Figure 3: Multi-target domain adaptation network.

mal D is shown as formula (4).

D∗E = argmin
D

E(z,d)∼p(z,d)[||D(z)− d)||22]

= argmin
D

Ez∼p(z)Ed∼p(d|z)[||D(z)− d)||22]
(4)

Formula (4) is equivalent to minimize Ed∼p(d|z)[||D(z) −
d||22].

Ed∼p(d|z)[||D(z)− d||22] = Ed∼p(d|z)[d
2]−

−2D(z)Ed∼p(d|z)[d] +D(z)2
(5)

Formula (5) is a quadratic form of D(z) which achieves the
minimum at D(z) = Ed∼p(d|z)[d].
Assuming that D always achieves its optimum, the maximin
optimization in formula (3) can be reformulated as maximizing
Cd(E) where

Cd(E) , min
D

Vd(E,D) = Vd(E,D
∗
E) (6)

When D achieves its optimal, we fix it and then update E to
maximize Cd(E). Considering such scenario, there are one
source domain and two target domains. As Figure 2 shows,
two samples (a and b) are on different target domains, and sam-
ple a is easier to adapt because it is closer to source domain.
But when updating parameters of E (denoted as θ) by gradient
descent, we find that two samples have the same gradient ∂Ld

∂θ
,

because Ed∼p(d|z)[d] is a constant and they have same domain
label. If a target domain is far from source domain, which needs
a greater gradient. When combining all target domain as a sin-
gle one, some difficult-adapt domains cannot be adapted well.

3. Proposed method
In this section, we formalize the problem of adaptation among
multi-target domain, and describe our proposed methods.

3.1. Problem formulation

We consider a multi-class (K-class) classification problem for
ASC. Let (X,Y,D) = {(xi,yi,di)}Ni=0 be a collection of M
domains (a labeled source domain and M − 1 unlabeled target
domains). xi denotes the i-th audio sample. yi denotes scene
label of the i-th audio, and yi = [y0i , y

1
i , y

2
i , ..., y

K
i ]. di denotes

domain label of the i-th audio, and di = [d0i , d
1
i , d

2
i , ..., d

M−1
i ].

Scene labels yi and domain label di are both one-hot vectors.
yi is only available for the source samples, but di is available
for all samples. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the proposed
method. For any xi, Feature (F) is used to extract its features
zi, and zi = F (xi). The Classifier (C) tries to predict scene
label, and the Discriminator (D) tries to predict domain label.
F aims to project acoustic features from different domains into
one subspace where the features are scene-discriminative and
domain-invariant. D tries to discriminate which domains the
input audio recording comes from.
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3.2. Domain distance and domain index

Domain distance We can find two useful things by analysing
Figure 1 and Table 1. Firstly, different devices cause different
degrees of domain shift. Secondly, the greater the domain shift
of the target domain, the poorer performance the target domain
can obtain and the harder to adapt, e.g., device S1 and S2. Based
on these two facts, we introduce domain distance to describe the
extent of target domain shift. Domain distance is defined as the
distance between the target domain and the source domain. To
calculate the domain distance, the parallel data (it means these
audios are recorded in the same environment simultaneously,
but using different devices) are used. We assume that parallel
samples contain the same information about the acoustic scenes
and differ only due to device characteristics. To calculate do-
main distance conveniently, we reduce the dimension of the
mel-spectrum of audio data (x) by t-SNE algorithm [23]. We
define a as the reduced dimension data, and a = tSNE(x).
Then we use formula (7) to get domain distance.

Distancei =
1

N

N−1∑
j=0

||ai,j − a∗i,j || (7)

Where Distancei denotes the distance from the i-th target do-
main to the source domain. ai,j denotes the j-th data of the i-th
target domain, and a∗i,j is the data of source domain parallel to
ai,j . N denotes the number of parallel data. We rank target do-
mains according to their domain distance. If the target domain
has high ranking, it is hard to adapt.
Domain index Domain index is used to quantify domain dis-
tance, which indicates the relative distance between the target
and the source domain. So the ranking of target domain is used
as their domain index. The index of source domain is set as 0.

3.3. Multi-classification task

According to previous methods [14, 15, 17], it is easy to con-
sider letting discriminator to do a multi-classification task. The
feed-forward process are summarized as formula (8) shows.

z = F (x), ỹ = C(z), d̃ = D(z) (8)

The update process is using backpropagation algorithm.
For C and D, loss function is cross-entropy function. For Fea-
ture, loss function is defined as formula (9) shows, where Ly
and Ld denote the error of scene classification and domain clas-
sification, respectively. λd is a hyper-parameter.

Lf = Ly(C(z),y)− λd ∗ Ld (9)
Inspired by focal loss [24], we modify cross-entropy func-

tion of Discriminator according to domain index. Our motiva-
tion is paying more attention to the hard-to-adapt domain. The
improved loss function is defined as formula (10) shows. Where
ui denotes the domain index of i-th sample,N denotes the num-
ber of data. di and d̃i denote the domain label and the predicted
result of i-th sample, respectively. T is a hyper-parameter, in
our experiments, we set T = 10.

Ld = −
N−1∑
i=0

ui + 1

T
di log d̃i (10)

3.4. Regression task

We note that the domain index plays the role of a distance
metric, i.e., it captures a similarity distance between the
target domain and the source domain. So the domain index
also can be viewed as domain label, and we consider letting

Table 2: Comparison of accuracy on DCASE 2019 task1b
dataset.

model A(%) B(%) C(%) B&C(%)
DANN [17] 60.3 42.7 46.7 44.7
MTDA-R(ours) 63.9 40.6 52.1 46.4
MTDA-C1(ours) 62.4 42.4 50.3 46.3
MTDA-C2(ours) 63 45.5 54.4 49.9

discriminator to regress the domain index using a distance-base
loss, such as L2 loss. The feed-forward process and the update
process are similar with multi-classification task in Section 3.3,
the difference is that Discriminator just needs to predict domain
index (denoted as u), and the loss function of Discriminator is
defined as Ld = ||D(z)− u||22.

4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets and metrics

Datasets The DCASE 2019 task1B dataset [25] and the
DCASE 2020 task1A dataset [21] contain 10s segments,
recorded at 48kHz and spanning 10 classes.
Evaluation metrics For all the experiments, we use the accu-
racy of classification as the evaluation metric, which is one of
the most commonly used metrics for audio classification [26].

4.2. Experiments on DCASE2019 dataset

Our first experiment evaluates on DCASE 2019 task1B [25]. In
the DCASE2019 task1B dataset, all data are recorded by device
A, B and C. The data of device A is regarded as source domain
and that of device B and C as two target domains.
Experimental setups To make a fair comparison, we use the
same model structure and experimental setting as DANN [17].
See [17] for more details about DANN.
Experimental results and analysis Table 2 demonstrates the
performance of our proposed methods and DANN on DCASE
2019 task1B dataset. We set three different experiments for
MTDA. MTDA-R denotes that we make Discriminator do re-
gression task. MTDA-C1 denotes that we make Discrimina-
tor do multi-classification task and choose cross-entropy as loss
function. MTDA-C2 denotes loss function is improved cross-
entropy according to formula (10). All of our three experiments
perform better than DANN, which confirms the effectiveness
of MTDA. MTDA-C2 performs better than MTDA-C1, which
shows dividing target domain into easy-to-adapt and hard-to-
adapt domain is very useful.

4.3. Experiments on DCASE2020 dataset

Our second experiment evaluates on DCASE 2020 task1A [21].
We take the data of device A as source domain and that of de-
vice B, C, S1, S2, S3 as target domains. Furthermore, we set the
data of device S4, S5 and S6 as unseen domains, these data only
available on test stage. For device A, 10215 segments audio are
used to train. For device B, C, S1-S3, 750 segments audio are
used to adapt, these audio are regarded as unlabeled data. In the
test set, 330 segments audio for each device are used.
Previous methods We compare our method with previous state-
of-the-art unsupervised DA methods for ASC including DANN
[17], UADA [14], W-UADA [15], MCD [16], MMD [27]. To
fairly compare with these methods, we choose two baseline
models. One is DCASE model [28], which consists of 8 lay-
ers CNN. The other is Resnet14 model [29].
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Figure 4: Visualization of feature (z) by t-SNE, which is extracted from audio data (x) by module Feature.

Preprocessing All the raw audios are resampled to 32kHz and
fixed to a certain length of 10s. The short time Fourier transform
(STFT) is then applied on the audio signals to calculate spectro-
grams, with a window size of 32ms and a hop size of 15.6ms.
64 mel filter banks are applied on the spectrograms followed by
a logarithmic operation to extract the log mel spectrograms.
Experiment setting In the training phase, for UADA and W-
UADA, the RMSProp [30] optimizer is used. For other meth-
ods, the Adam algorithm [31] is employed as the optimizer. All
models are trained with an initial learning rate of 0.002. The
batch size is set to 32 and training epoch is 200. λd is chosen
from {0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 8.0, 10.0}, experimental results in-
dicate λd = 2.0 is the best parameter. In our experiments, we
never use any data augmentation methods.
Experimental results and analysis Table 3 and Table 4 demon-
strate the performance of our proposed MTDA and other state-
of-the-art methods. For base model [28, 29], we only train mod-
els on source data and do not use any domain adaptation. Due
to the difference in the acquisition equipment greatly affects the
characteristics of the audio signals, test data without domain
adaptation is difficult to obtain good performance on the clas-
sifier trained in the source domain. DANN-respective denotes
that we apply DANN for each target domain separately. For
methods [27, 14, 15, 17, 16], we combine the data of device
B, C, S1-S3 as one target domain. Although DANN and MCD
can get good performance on easy-to-adapt domain, such as de-
vice B and C, they cannot perform well on hard-to-adapt do-
main, such as device S1-S3. On the contrary, our methods can
get better performance on device S1-S3. Our methods perform
better than DANN-respective, which shows MTDA can make
better use of the underlying relation among multiple domains.
Furthermore, our methods get better performance on unseen
domains (device S4-S6), which shows our methods have good
generalization. We note that previous methods [27, 14, 15, 16]
cannot successfully classify source samples (device A) com-
pared with baseline. It means that the loss of source domain
information is influenced by adaptation process. Although our
methods cannot overcome this problem completely, our meth-
ods also yield comparable results with baseline.
Comparison between MTDA-C1 and MTDA-C2 MTDA-C2
achieves higher accuracy than MTDA-C1 for the reason that
MTDA-C2 pays more attention to hard-to-adapt domain.
Comparison between MTDA-C and MTDA-R MTDA-R also
gets good performance, which validates the effectiveness of
making Discriminator regress domain index. MTDA-R can get
comparable results with MTDA-C2 for the reason that domain
index plays the role of a distance metric, which means that re-
gressing domain index by the Discriminator can also benefit the
hard-to-adapt domain. Furthermore, MTDA-R achieves higher
accuracy on unseen domain than MTDA-C.
Feature visualization T-SNE [23] is used to visualize adapta-
tion results for different methods. Figure 4 (a) shows the results

Table 3: Accuracy (%) comparison of different methods on
DCASE 2020 task1a development set. The base model is
DCASE model, and all methods are based on this model.

model A B&C S1-S3 S4-S6
Base(DCASE) [28] 68.8 41.1 23.6 24.9
MMD [27] 66.1 42.6 25.7 30.8
UADA [14] 59.4 44.7 37.4 32.8
W-UADA [15] 67.0 46.4 30.9 30.9
DANN [17] 68.2 51.5 37.1 36.7
DANN-respective 68.2 54.1 37.8 -
MCD [16] 63.9 52.1 33.0 36.8
MTDA-R(ours) 68.5 52.6 41.7 41.5
MTDA-C1(ours) 67.9 52.0 39.3 37.7
MTDA-C2(ours) 68.2 54.5 41.7 41.4

Table 4: Accuracy (%) comparison of different methods on
DCASE 2020 task1a development set. The base model is Resnet
model, and all methods are based on this model.

model A B&C S1-S3 S4-S6
Base(Resnet14) [29] 67.6 39.8 22.4 25.6
MMD [27] 62.7 45.9 26.8 29.3
UADA [14] 63.3 47.3 37.6 39.6
W-UADA [15] 64.2 45.0 33.2 34.3
DANN [17] 65.9 50.2 35.1 37.9
DANN-respective 65.3 51.1 38.6 -
MCD [16] 65.2 51.2 30.2 33.1
MTDA-R(ours) 67.2 51.5 41.9 39.9
MTDA-C1(ours) 65.5 50.5 37.6 39.1
MTDA-C2(ours) 67.5 53.2 42.3 39.4

of base model [28]. Figure 4 (b) and Figure 4 (c) show adapta-
tion results of DANN and MCD model, and they can adapt to
easy-to-adapt domains, such as device B and C, but they can-
not adapt to hard-to-adapt domains well (S1-S3). Figure 4 (d)
shows adaptation results of MTDA-C2. We can find that almost
all distribution of target domains align with the source domain.

5. Conclusions
A novel multi-target domain adaption (MTDA) method for ASC
has been proposed. Our method can adapt multiple target do-
mains simultaneously and make use of the underlying relation
among domains. Experimental results on the ASC tasks and
visualization analysis validate the advantages of our method.
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